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INTRODUCTION

Rocks of today’s Tian Shan comprised several con�
tinental terranes separated by oceanic basins in the
Middle Paleozoic (15). The Alai–Tarim and Kazakh–
Kyrgyz terranes occupy an extensive area in the Tian
Shan; Kara Kum and Bogdashan terranes occupy
smaller areas (Fig. 1a). The Alai–Tarim, Kazakh–
Kyrgyz, and Kara Kum terranes contain an ancient
basement. The Late Carboniferous closure of the oce�
anic basins was followed by a continental collision.
The latter initiated orogenic processes lasted up to the
Permian. This work presents the model of develop�
ment and geodynamics of these processes.

The following geographic provinces are distin�
guished in the Tian Shan: Western, Central, and East�
ern (Chinese) (Fig 1b). To describe geological objects
we use the modern system of coordinates.

TERRANES

Bogdashan Terrane

The Bogdashan terrane (Fig. 1) is separated by the
West Junggar oceanic suture from the Kazakh–Kyrgyz
terrane. This terrane comprises such ancient formations
as Silurian siltstones and limestones, as well as Devo�
nian volcanic–terrigenous and carbonate deposits [59,
89, 93]. The base of the observable section of the Bog�
dashan terrane is mainly made of Carboniferous forma�
tions (tuffogenic, chert, and carbonate–clastic turbidi�
ties with interlayers of volcanic rocks [44]. Volcanic
rocks, contrasting in their composition, are represented
by basalts, rhyolites, and pyroclastics. Basalts are
present in pillow, tholeiitic, and high�Ti varieties. The
isotope ages of the basalts are 320 and 354 Ma. The
REE distribution in basalts indicates their intraplate

origin, on the one hand, and their genesis over a zone of
subduction, on the other [33, 95]. The carboniferous
formations are penetrated by intermediate and mafic
intrusions. The U–Pb ages of granodiorite and diorite�
trondhjemite from the Bogdashan Range are 345 and
328 Ma, correspondingly [58]. The section of the Lower
Carboniferous deposits in the Ilinkhabirga mountains is
composed of felsic volcanic rocks, volcanogenic–clas�
tic, and carbonate deposits; the Upper Carboniferous
section is represented by flysch deposits [89, 93].

By the Middle Paleozoic the Bogdashan terrane
was an island arc in the paleo�Asian ocean, separated
the West Junggar marginal basin, which was closed in
the Late Carboniferous or Early Permian [55, 84]. In
the Ilinhabirga Mountains the Late Carboniferous
island arc deposits are discordantly overlain by the
Late Permian to Early Triassic continental molasse
deposits [89, 93].

Kara Kum Terrane
Most of the Middle Paleozoic Kara Kum continen�

tal terrane (named also: Kara Kum–Tadzhik, Turan)
lies beyond the Tian Shan. The evolution of the Kara
Kum terrane in Middle Paleozoic was similar to that of
the Alai–Tarim terrane, since the former was a con�
stituent of the terrane. The structures of the Kara Kum
and Alai–Tarim terranes are separated by the Hissar
oceanic suture (Fig. 1), which probably was a rift
branch of the Kunlun–Gindukush paleo�Thetis
ocean [14, 15].

The Hissar rift was emplaced in the Early Carbon�
iferous. Rift volcanism began in the Late Tournasian.
The oceanic crustal rocks are categorized as Late Ser�
puchovian, Bashkirian, and Early Moscovian [29].
During Moscovian and Casimovian Stages there was
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an accumulation of turbidites in the Hissar basin.
During the Casimovian–Gzhelian the collision of the
Kara Kum and Alai Tarim terranes led to the closure of
the Hissar oceanic basin.

Alai–Tarim Terrane

The Alai–Tarim terrane comprises the ancient
Tarim massif (craton), occupying the depression of the
same name, and an area at the periphery of the massif,
intensively deformed in the Phanerozoic. Only part of
the massif, deformed in the Paleozoic and Cenozoic,
is located within the Tian Shan. In the north, the ter�
rane is bounded by the Turkestan (South Tian Shan)
oceanic suture, which closed in the Late Carbonifer�
ous [14, 15]. The southern boundary of the terrane is
more complex and includes several components (from

the southeast to the west): the Paleozoic Kunlun oce�
anic suture (closed in the Triassic), the tectonic
boundary of the Cenozoic Pamir allochthon, and the
Paleozoic Hissar oceanic suture (Fig. 1).

The Turkestan margin (facing the Turkestan Ocean)
of the Alai–Tarim Paleozoic continent was passive. It is
distinguished into two zones: namely, the Inner and
Outer facies zones (Figs. 2, 3). The total width of these
zones before the Late Paleozoic overthrusting and fold�
ing may have reached 500 km. In the Silurian, pelagic
terrigenous and siliceous–terrigenous sediments accu�
mulated on the continental slope in both facies zones.
Apart from turbidites, silty–pelitic formations (deposits
of apical parts of mud flows) are widespread. Short�
term outpourings of volcanic rocks of mafic, intermedi�
ate, and felsic composition, associated with ruptures of
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this passive margin were to be found within some areas.
Volcanic buildups became the base for development of
limestone reefs in the Late Silurian.

In the Late Silurian–Devonian the inner zone was
uplifted up to the neritic level with synchronous accu�
mulation of carbonate sediments. Carbonate sedi�
mentation terminated in different areas at different
times within the interval from the Bashkirian to Asse�
lian (Fig. 3I). In some localities the sedimentation
processes was accompanied by intraplate rift volcan�
ism. In the Serpukhovian and later, silicites appeared
among carbonate rocks. During the gradual closure of
the Turkestan oceanic basin, which preceded the col�
lision of the Alai–Tarim and Kazakh–Kyrgyz ter�
ranes, the inner zone of the Alai–Tarim was sub�
merged into the zone of pelagic sedimentation with
accumulation of turbidites. This happened in different

areas of the zone at different times within the interval
from the Late Bashkirian to Asselian.

The outer zone was characterized by pelagic sedi�
mentation in the Devonian and Early Carboniferous
(Fig. 3II). Deposits, including dominating silica rocks,
were slowly accumulating on the flat continental slope
for a long period of time. These deposits comprise con�
densed stratigraphic sections. The sedimentation rate in
some sections was only 1 mm per 1000 years [14]. In the
Late Early Carboniferous, turbidities were deposited
within the outer zone.

Kazakh–Kyrgyz Terrane

The Kazakh–Kyrgyz Middle Paleozoic continen�
tal terrane (named also: Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz,
Kazakh–Yili) formed as a result of the combination of
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Fig. 3. Stratigraphic columns of structural units of the ensemble of primary nappes of the Southern Tian Shan: (I) Inner zone
of the Alai–Tarim terrane (autochthon), (II) rocks of the outer zone of the Alai–Tarim terrane in nappes of the lower level,
(III–IV) rocks of oceanic crust and accretionary prism in nappes of the middle (III) and upper (IV) levels. (1) continental deposits;
(2) conglomerates and breccias at the base of neoautochthon; (3) carbonate deposits of the shelf zone; (4) limestones with chert
nodules, deposited at the deep part of the shelf zone; (5) volcanogenic�terrigenous and volcanic rocks of the zones of shelf and
continental slope; (6) terrigenous and siliceous�terrigenous deposits, accumulated on the continental slope and its base (flysch,
olistostrome); (7) stratigraphically condensed carbonate�silica and silica deposits, accumulated on the continental slope and oce�
anic floor; (8–9) oceanic basalts, hyaloclastites, ignimbrites: (8) weakly altered, (9) metamorphosed; (10) time of overthrusting;
neo means neoautochthon. Structural units, after [14, 41]: Abshir, Atbashi, Baubashata, Isfayram, Kan, Keltubek, Kerey, Kokkija,
Maydantag, Muzduk, Ontamchi, Taldyk, Chatyr Kul, Shaidan, and Shankol.
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the Issyk�Kul and Syr Darya Early Paleozoic terranes.
This happened in the Ordovician after the closure of
the Terskey oceanic basin, separated above terranes in
the Early Paleozoic [14, 15, 40].

Silurian and Devonian

In the Early Silurian the Kazakh–Kyrgyz continent
was situated between the Turkestan and Yili oceanic
basins. After the closure of the Yili oceanic basin [14,
15], the sialic block Borohoro became a part of the
Kazakh–Kyrgyz continent (Br, Fig. 1). In the Devo�
nian and Carboniferous the Tian Shan part of the
Kazakh–Kyrgyz continent was located between the
Turkestan and West Junggar oceanic basins.

In the Early Silurian, flysch deposits accumulated
on the continental slope, carbonate deposits in the
outer shelf zone, carbonate�terrigenous deposits in the
inner shelf zone of the Kazakh–Kyrgyz continent.
Among Lower Silurian terrigenous deposits are sub�
duction�related intermediate and felsic effusives. The
latter were deposited also on the Borohoro microcon�
tinent in the Early Silurian [59, 75].

Higher in the stratigraphic succession of West Tian
Shan are Late Silurian–Eifelian continental volcano�
genic and volcanogenic–terrigenous deposits. Volca�
nic rocks are composed of (from bottom to top):
basalts, trachybasalts, andesitobasalts, andesites, and
trachyandesites in the lower part of the sequence to
rhyolites and trachyrhyolites in the upper part. The
K2O content in effusives of the same silica acidity
increases in the northward direction. Upward in
stratigraphy, the volcanic explosivity index decreases
and the amount of volcanic rocks increases. These
temporal variations are determined by subsequent
subduction of oceanic crust beneath the Turkestan
oceanic basin. The Rb–Sr isochrone ages of andesite
and trachyandesites lavas are 426 ± 4 and 422 ± 4 Ma;
the ages of gabbroid and alaskite intrusions, comag�

matic to volcanic rocks, are 409 ± 25 and 418 ± 4 Ma,
correspondingly [2].

In the Givetian and Late Devonian, continental
molasse and marine shallow�water carbonate–terrige�
nous and carbonate deposits were deposited on the
Turkestan margin of the Kazakh–Kyrgyz terrane. In
the Trans�Yili area of the Central Tian Shan compris�
ing the Trans�Yili, Kungei, and Kastek ranges, the
Givetian and Franian stages are represented by conti�
nental volcanogenic–terrigenous deposits. The lower
part of the stratigraphic succession is composed of
andesite lava and tuff lava with interlayers of basalts,
dacites, tuffs, and sandstones; the upper part of the
succession is made of rhyolites, dacites, tuff lavas, and
tuff sandstones. The U–Pb zircon ages of granite mas�
sifs associating with volcanites are in interval of 390–
414 Ma [21, 78]; the Rb–Sr isochrone age is 365 Ma
[60]. These and older rocks are overlain by Late Devo�
nian orogenic red molasse deposits.

The Devonian magmatism in the Trans�Yili area is
considered a branch of the Devonian Kazakhstan vol�
canic belt and associated with subduction of the Jung�
gar–Balkhash oceanic basin [8, 31, etc.]. These con�
clusions are debatable. The zone of Devonian magma�
tism extends in the western direction from the Trans�
Yili area towards the Kyrgyz Range, where Devonian
volcanic rocks and granites are widespread. To the east
of the Trans�Yili area in the Nalatishan Range near the
Turkestan oceanic suture the Middle Paleozoic I�type
granites, including Devonian granites (U�Pb age,
400 Ma), are widespread. The latter are overlain trans�
gressively by Lower Carboniferous deposits [59, 75].
The Devonian magmatic belt, occupying the territory
of Nalatishan, Kungei, Trans�Yili, and Kyrgyz ranges,
is located close to the Turkestan suture, but not to the
Junggar one. The formation of this magmatic belt is
probably associated with subduction of the lithosphere
of the Turkestan oceanic basin. The distance from the
magmatic belt to the Turkestan suture varies due to the
uneven tectonic shortening of the territory of Tian
Shan during the Late Paleozoic orogenesis and proba�
ble variations in dip angles of the subduction zone.

Carboniferous

In the Western and Central Tian Shan on the
Turkestan margin of the Kazakh–Kyrgyz continent,
shallow�water carbonate deposits accumulated in the
Early Carboniferous. In the Turnesian evaporites
accumulated in lagoons; in the Visean, carbonate mud
was added by a significant admixture of siliceous
material. The zone of neritic limestones is more than
100 km wide in the west and decreases to 15–20 km to
the east of the 75° meridian (Fig. 4). In the zone of
carbonate–terrigenous deposits, located to the north,
the sedimentation regime was unstable and laterally
uneven throughout the territory. There are coarse�
grained, coastal, lagoon, and turbidite deposits [14, 32].
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The intracontinental area, which occupied a vast
territory in Central Tian Shan, was a flat eroded land
in the Tournaisian and the most of the Visean. Only
the eastern side of the Kyrgyz Range was occupied by
a shallow marine basin, where clastic rocks and car�
bonaceous pelites accumulated. In the Late Visean to
Early Serphukhovian, the inner part of the terrane was
characterized by accumulation of red terrigenous clas�
tic alluvial deposit. The lowland was periodically
flooded, that is confirmed by the occurrence of car�
bonate rocks containing shallow marine fauna
remains among the continental deposits.

The first signs of magmatic activity are noted in Ser�
pukhovian deposits of the Chatkal–Kurama area of the
Western Tian Shan. Limestones containing Ser�
pukhovian fauna interbed with trachybasaltic tuffs and
lavas. During the Late Carboniferous multikilometer
volcanic strata accumulated in the Chatkal–Kurama
area under mostly land conditions, later being intruded
by granites. Trachybasalt, trachyandesite, and trachy�
dacite lavas (the Minbulak and other formations)
erupted during the Bashkirian. The Rb–Sr isochrone
age of these volcanic rocks 317 ± 6 Ma; the Rb–Sr age
of granites is 316 Ma [18]. In the Moskovian and Kasi�
movian Casimovian ages, trachyandesite, andesite,
dacite, and rhyolite (Nadak and other formations) lavas
outpoured; the Rb–Sr isochrone age of these rocks is
298–300 Ma [18]. Petrochemical data indicate the sub�
duction�related nature of Carboniferous magmatism in
the Chatkal–Kurama area.

In the Central Tian Shan (the Trans�Yili area)
intense volcanic eruptions occurred in Early and Late
Carboniferous. Terrestrial volcanism dominated.
Intrusive rocks of the Central Tian Shan are repre�
sented by granite, granodiorite, granosyenite, adamel�
lite, gabbro, gabbronorite, and monzonite. The Rb–Sr
isochrone age of alkaline rocks are in a range of 296–
326 Ma [60].

The entire territory of the Kazakh–Kyrgyz conti�
nent in the East Tien Shan was characterized by inten�
sive volcanism in the Carboniferous. Volcanic rocks
belong to the calc�alkaline series; their geochemical
parameters indicate subduction�related settings of the
formation [90]. In the Eastern Tian Shan and Turke�
stan–Junggar, active margins of the Kazakh–Kyrgyz
terrane were close to each other. Due to this, it is diffi�
cult to identify the position of the boundaries between
the subduction�related volcanism zones of these active
margins. The pattern of development of intrusive mag�
matism is easier to understand. In the Eastern Tian
Shan there are numerous I�type granite intrusions,
which form two magmatic belts. The belt in the
Nalatishan Range located near Turkestan oceanic
suture; the intrusive belt, a part of the Borohoro
Range, extends along the West Junggar oceanic suture
structure.

The intrusive belt Nalatishan is of composed of
Devonian and Carboniferous granites and volcanic
rocks. The stratigraphic Lower Carboniferous succes�

sion (from bottom to top) is as the following: dacites,
rhyolites, and sandstones (the lower part), andesites,
trachyandesites, tuffs, and basalts, probably, of rift ori�
gin (the upper part) [95]. The Rb–Sr age of granites asso�
ciated with Early Carboniferous volcanites is 340 Ma. The
potassium content in granites increases northward as
the distance from the Turkestan suture increases [59,
75]. The magmatic belt continues in westerly direction
towards the Trans�Yili region of Central Tian Shan.

Carboniferous volcanoclastic sediments and gran�
ites are common in the Borohoro magmatic belt. The
Rb–Sr isochrone age and the Ar–Ar age of andesites
are 345 ± 9 and 325 ± 1 Ma [90], correspondingly; the
Ar–Ar age of adakites are 310–306 Ma [84]. The U–Pb
ages of granites and granite�diorites are in the range of
366–341 Ma [84] and 315–301 Ma [55]. REE ratios
indicate the subduction�related genesis of granites; the
potassium content in the granites increases in the
southeastern direction with increasing distance from
the West Junggar oceanic suture [59]. In the northwest�
erly direction, this magmatic belt continues into the
Kazakhstan territory of the Junggar Range.

Both margins of the Kazakh–Kyrgyz continent were
active in the Middle Paleozoic. The age of ophiolites
[14] shows that the spreading in the Turkestan Ocean
occurred in the Silurian and Early to Middle Devonian.
Subduction�related magmatism within the Kazakh–
Kyrgyz terrane confirms the pattern of oceanic crust
subduction beneath the Kazakh–Kyrgyz continent at
this time. These processes are likely to have terminated
in the Late Devonian. The subduction of oceanic crust
began again in the Late Early or Late Carboniferous [14]
and the Turkestan oceanic basin began to narrow. This
oceanic basin was closed in the Late Carboniferous.

During the Carboniferous, the oceanic crust of the
West Junggar Basin subducted beneath the Kazakh–
Kyrgyz continent in the northeastern margin of the
Kazakh–Kyrgyz continent. The West Junggar oceanic
basin was closed in the Late Carboniferous or Early
Permian [14, 15, 55, 84].

Accretionary Prism on the Margin 
of the Turkestan Oceanic Basin

In the Middle Paleozoic, an accretionary prism
formed on the Turkestan margin of the Kazakh–Kyr�
gyz continent. The fragments of the accretionary
prism belonging to the continent were overlapped by
flysch and terrigenous deposits (the neoautochthon�1;
Fig. 3). The neoautochthon�1 rocks of the Western
Tian Shan are in an age range from the Serpukhovian
Stage to the Late Moscovian Substage. The formation
of the accretionary prism was terminated at the begin�
ning of the collision between the Alai–Tarim and the
Kazakh–Kyrgyz continental terranes. Rocks compris�
ing the accretionary prism now belong to the alloch�
thon of the Alai–Tarim terrane (Figs. 2, 3).

The accretionary prism is composed of rocks of dif�
ferent origins. Among them are Turkestan oceanic
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crustal rocks, metamorphosed under high�pressure
metamorphic conditions, being subducted and then
exhumed on the Earth’s surface. Some of these rocks,
during or after exhumation, were subjected to blue and
green schist retrogressive metamorphism. In the
Atbashi Range (Central Tian Shan) common blue
schists and eclogites are unconformably overlain by ter�
rigenous–carbonate deposits, containing Upper Car�
boniferous (Gzhelian) fusulinids [57]. The Sm–Nd iso�
chron age of eclogite is 319 ± 4 Ma [57]; the Ar–Ar
phengite and glaucophane ages are in the range of 324–
327 Ma [30] and 316 ± 3 Ma [57], correspondingly. The
Rb–Sr isochrone age of eclogite was 267 ± 5 Ma [83],
which may be underestimated due to the fluid impact
on the rock [49, 88].

For the eastern Tian Shan, the following age datings
were obtained: Ar–Ar glaucophane and phengite ages
of eclogite metamorphism are 364 ± 2 and 401 ± 1 Ma,
correspondingly [98], the Sm–Nd isochrone eclogite
age is 343 ± 44 Ma [51]. The U–Pb rutile and zircon
ages of eclogite are 318 ± 7 Ma [67] and 413–310 Ma,
correspondingly [53, 82]. The Lu–Hf isochrone age of

garnets in rocks that were metamorphosed under the
HP metamorphism is 315 ± 1 Ma [64]. The U–Pb ages
of zircon rims from eclogites are 233 ± 4 and
226 ± 5 Ma, respectively [98], but the relationship of
these age datings with high�pressure metamorphism is
still debatable [82, 88]. The Ar–Ar age of the blue schist
metamorphism from crossite, glaucophane, and
phengite is in the range of 344–347 Ma [51]. The Rb–
Sr and Ar–Ar ages of retrograde metamorphism
obtained on white mica are in the range of 302–313 [63]
and 316–331 Ma [88].

Isotopic ages of eclogite metamorphism indicate
that conditions for high�pressure metamorphism and
exhumation of metamorphic rocks existed, probably
repeatedly, over a considerable age interval. The ages
of high�pressure metamorphic (except for problem�
atic age datings) and retrograde metamorphism are
older than 300 Ma. This age limit corresponds to the
time of the collision of the Alai–Tarim and the
Kazakh–Kyrgyz terranes.

COLLISION BETWEEN THE ALAI–TARIM 
AND KAZAKH–KYRGYZ TERRANES

The subduction of the Turkestan oceanic crust
beneath the Kazakh–Kyrgyz terrane was followed by a
collision between the Alai–Tarim and the Kazakh–
Kyrgyz terranes. According to geological data, the
beginning of collision was in the age interval of 310–
300 Ma: in the West and Central Tian Shan, in the
Moscovian and Casimovian (Fig. 3), and in the east�
ern Tian Shan, probably in the Gzhelian [1]. The onset
of the collision resulted in the change of subduction of
the Turkestan oceanic crust by the subduction of the
Alai–Tarim continental crust beneath the Kazakh–
Kyrgyz continent (Fig. 5).

Continental collision was accompanied by defor�
mation processes resulting in the formation of a fold–
nappe belt extending along the suture of the Turkestan
Ocean. A geodynamic pattern of the collision process
[13, 38, 39] has been interpreted on the basis of the
results of geological mapping of the study area and
paleontological age determinations of rocks. Owing to
subsequent investigations, the isotopic ages of mag�
matism and metamorphism as well as geochemical
data on the origin of igneous rocks were obtained.
These data require the pattern to be revised. They also
contribute arguments in its favor.

Collisional Deformation

First stage 

The first stage of the collisional deformation led to
the formation of a system of nappes, which together
with the deformed autochthon form the Southern
Tian Shan fold–nappe tectonic zone [7, 12–14, 28,
38, 41]. The latter occupies a part of the Tian Shan
located south of the Turkestan Ocean suture. 
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Fig. 5. Scheme of emplacement of tectonic sheets of upper
(a), middle (b), and lower levels of the ensemble of primary
nappes of South Tian Shan. (1, 2) continental crust of the
Alai–Tarim (1) and Kazakh–Kyrgyz (2) terranes;
(3) oceanic crust; (4, 5) allochthons, comprising weakly
altered (4) and metamorphosed (5) oceanic crustal rocks;
(6, 7) rocks of Outer (6) and Inner (7) zones of the Alai–
Tarim terrane margin; (8) tectonic boundaries; (9) direction
of subduction of the oceanic and continental lithosphere;
(10) manifestations of volcanism.
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After the closure in the Late Carboniferous of the
oceanic crustal part of the Turkestan Basin, marginal
parts of terranes with thin continental crust remained
under water, where flysch deposits alternating with
olistostrome horizons accumulated. Nappes formed
on the crast of the Alai–Tarim terrane at the bottom of
the Turkestan intracontinental sea, which was the suc�
cessor of the Turkestan paleoocean. Sedimentation
was terminated in areas overlapped by nappes, contin�
ued on the moving tectonic plates, and in front of
thrusts. The formation of nappes started in the Mos�
covian and continued interruptedly from 20–25 Ma
up to the Sakmarian or Artinskian. Granites that
intruded autochthonous and allochtonous structures
have an Artinskian isotope age [1, 78].

Upper nappes are made of rocks of the accretion�
ary prism (Fig. 3IV), which formed in the Turkestan
oceanic basin at the margin of the Kazakh–Kyrgyz
continent in the Middle Paleozoic and Early Carbon�
iferous (Fig. 5a). Apart from other rocks of the accre�
tionary prism there are metamorphosed ophiolites.

During the subduction of the Turkestan oceanic
crust, the plates of weakly altered ophiolites were
detached from the top of the subducting slab. Tectonic
plates containing such ophiolites (Fig. 3III) were
thrust under the metamorphic rocks of the accretion�
ary prism (Fig. 5b), forming the middle level of the
ensemble of thrust nappes.

During the Late Carboniferous collision, the outer
zone of the Alai–Tarim continent (Fig. 3II) was thrust
under ophiolite nappes (Fig. 5c). At that time, or later,
rocks of the Outer Zone of the Alai–Tarim continent
were tectonically layered. The separation surface was
confined to the Silurian shales of this zone. During the
ongoing continental subduction the Inner zone of the
Alai–Tarim terrane (Fig. 3I) have been underthrusted
beneath a detached sedimentary complex of the Outer
zone in the Sakmarian–Artinskian, but this could have
began earlier (Fig. 3). The overthrusting process was
accompanied by the deformation of rocks inside tec�
tonic sheets and formation of ensembles of recumbent
folds in the flysch strata [14].

The processes described formed a three�level
ensemble of primary thrust nappes. Thrust nappes of
the upper level contain metamorphosed rocks of the
oceanic crust and accretionary prism; the middle level
contains slightly altered ophiolites; the lower level is
composed of rocks of the outer zone of the Alai–Tarim
terrane. The inner zone of the Alai–Tarim terrane was
autochthon. The results of studying the vergence of
folds in the Tegermach nappe in the West Tian Shan
(Fig. 6) show that the allochthon is displaced in the
southern direction relative to the autochthon. This is
also confirmed by the vergence of folds in primary
nappes of Eastern Tian Shan [1] and the Kyzyl Kum
[12]. At the end of the first stage of deformation, there
was partial tectonic juxtaposition of the ensemble of
nappes, including the primary autochthon. In the
Western Tian Shan the Uzgen Sanzar overthrusting

was the most important; in the Central Tian Shan it
was the Borkoldai overthrusting (Fig. 2), the magni�
tude of which is in the tens of kilometers.

The second stage

The formation of the ensemble of thrust nappes was
followed by submeridional shortening of the Tian
Shan. At this stage, the tectonic deformations spread
to the territory not affected by the overthrusting, and
there was change in the pattern and kinematics of defor�
mations. As a result, nappes and autochthon were a sys�
tem of large synform and antiform folds (Fig. 7, 8). As a
result of the folding the submeridional shortening of
the Southern Tian Shan tectonic zone by 25–50%
took place [76]. The folds formed in Southern Tian
Shan at this stage of deformation are often inclined or
overturned to the north, toward the Turkestan suture.
The overturned folds are accompanied by north�ver�
gent small overthrusts and nappes [14]. The second
stage of deformation occured in the Late Early Per�
mian and Late Permian.

Collision deformations have the same structural
patterns throughout the fold belt of the Tian Shan and
Kyzyl Kum, laterally over 2500 km. Folds and over�
thrusts were formed in the upper crust, which was
detached from the lower crust. The reduction of the
lower crustal area of the Alai–Tarim terrane was prob�
ably a result of its subduction beneath the Kazakh–
Kyrgyz terrane.

Post�Collision Deformations

In contrast to the collision deformation pattern,
post�collision deformations were different in different
parts of the fold belt. These processes took place in the
Permian and, probably in the Early Triassic. The pat�
tern of post�collision deformations in the study area is
determined by horizontal folds (oroclines) and strike�
slip faults. The dominant structural forms are the
Talas�Fergana fault, the Fergana horizontal flexure,
and the Junggar strike�slip fault.

Talas–Fergana Strike�Slip Fault

The dextral strike�slip along the Talas–Fergana
fault (Figs. 1, 3, 4) led to the displacement of facies
and tectonic zones, plutonic rocks, and folds [11, 39].
The magnitudes of horizontal displacement of Middle
Paleozoic, Late Carboniferous and Early Permian geo�
logical formations are the same. The displacement
occurred after their formation. The main shear dis�
placement along the Talas–Fergana fault occurred in
the Late Permian to Triassic. During the shear dis�
placement the crystallization of phengite (Ar–Ar age
of 246–260 Ma) probably occurred in mylonites of the
Talas�Fergana fault [77]. The dextral shear displace�
ments along the Talas–Fergana fault occurred in the
Jurassic and in the Cenozoic [11, 16, 43]. The Talas�
Fergana fault crosses the Tian Shan in the NW–SE
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direction. In Late Paleozoic the fault zone extended to
the southeast along the western margin of the Tarim
craton [11, 42, 43, 77].

Folds and faults formed during the collision defor�
mation were transformed into horizontal folds ori�
ented towards each other on opposite wings of the
Talas–Fergana fault. The highest magnitude (180 km)
of the Talas–Fergana strike�slip fault is noted in its
northern part. With regard to plastic deformation,
during the formation of horizontal folds on the limbs
of the Talas–Fergana fault zone the displacement
magnitude reaches 250 km. In the Southern Tian Shan
the displacement along the strike�slip fault is reduced
to 100 km [11].

Fergana horizontal flexure 

Folds and faults belonging to the second�collision
deformation stage follow the Late Permian sinistral
horizontal flexure on the western flank of the Talas–
Fergana fault (Figs. 2, 8).

The southern limb of the flexure is formed by lati�
tudinal structures of the Alai Range. The southern

bend of the flexure represents horizontal fold (Fig. 8)
with observable tectonic flow structures, formed due
to extension of layers. Beds and units of limestone,
chert, and sandstone are often boudinaged; boudins
are spread laterally over a large distance. Signs of dis�
harmonious deformation are commonly observed
[13]. Structural forms resulting from the tectonic plas�
tic flow have been studied at the meso� and microlev�
els in the study area [24].

The outer (eastern) area of the southern bend of the
horizontal flexure is disharmonic relative to the inner
zone. The core of the horizontal fold of the inner zone
includes the Chilmairam tectonic block (Chil, Fig. 8a),
wedge�shaped in plan and bounded by strike�slip fault
zones. During the formation of horizontal folds this tec�
tonic block was pushed in the northwesterly direction
over a distance of 15–20 km or more [13, 20]. The core
of the outer zone of the southern bend of the horizontal
flexure is complicated by disharmonious horizontal
second�order folds (the Akbogus horizontal fold, for
example) (A, Fig. 8b). The latter is formed by nappes
and recumbent isoclinal folds which were formed dur�
ing the first stage of collision deformation and trans�
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Fig. 6. Vergence of folds in the Tegermach nappe (the lower level of the ensemble of primary nappes). (a) The geological map of
the Tegermach nappe (T in Fig 2): (1, 2) autochthon, Carboniferous rocks: (1, on the map, 2, on the section); (3) allochthon,
Silurian flysch; (4) granites; (5) the base of allochthon (overthrusting fault); (6) sites of studying the folding. (1–3) sectors of the
nappe; boundaries are marked by thin lines; the dashed line shows the line of the geological section. (b)–(e) Stereograms of folds
vergence, resulted from the overthrusting at the first stage of the collision deformation (polar equidistant projection with points
of intersections of axial fold planes with the upper hemisphere): (b) vergence of 53 isoclinal folds in modern system of coordinates,
(c)–(e) vergence of 289 isoclinal and compressed folds in nappe sectors 1–3 after introduction of correction. The latter exclude
deformation of the allochthon at the second stage of the collision deformation; number of folds in nappe sectors: 1–71, 2–107,
3–111; folds vary in size from 0.5 to 500 m.
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formed into vertical folds during the second collision
stage, and bent as a horizontal fold during the post�colli�
sion deformation stage. In addition, the Akbogus hori�
zontal fold is structurally disharmonic in the core due to
penetration of the material into its axial zone [13, 38].

The northern bend of the Fergana horizontal flex�
ure is outlined by the axial line of the Maylisu syn�
form (M, Fig. 8), arched in the westerly direction [9,
13, 14]. The length of the curved limb of the Fergana
horizontal flexure is comparable with the Late Pale�
ozoic dextral displacement on the Talas–Fergana
strike�slip fault.

The geodynamics of the interaction between the
Fergana horizontal flexure and the Talas–Fergana
strike�slip fault is the subject of lively debate [3, 9, 13,
22, 26, 34, etc.]. The optimal solution to this problem
is proposed in [23, 25], where the formation of the
Fergana horizontal flexure is considered to be resulted
from tectonic overflowing of rock masses of the South�
ern Tian Shan. According to this pattern, the Fergana
horizontal flexure presents a large horizontal extrusion
(protrusion), displaced in a northwesterly direction
(Fig. 8c). From the northeast, this plastic flow was
limited by the Talas–Fergana strike�slip fault. Accord�
ingly, the formation of the horizontal extrusion is a
consequence of the displacement of rock masses along
the fault zone.

The extrusion pattern of the formation of the Fer�
gana horizontal flexure is in agreement with the spe�
cific feature of the Talas–Fergana strike�slip fault,
namely, the reduction in the displacement magnitude
in the South Tian Shan was not accompanied by the
formation of compensating tectonic structures. The
Fergana horizontal flexure and the Talas–Fergana
strike�slip fault may have been formed synchronously
in the same stress field. The former could be younger
than the latter, the fault plane of which could control
the plastic flow.

In the Turkestan and Alai mountain ranges of the
Southern Tian Shan, a sublatitudinal narrow high�
strain zone was identified (Fig. 9a). The western part
of the zone is called Nuratau–Kurganak, and the east�
ern part, Akmuinak [25]. The deformation�induced
extension of some objects within this zone reaches
300–500%. The entire fold belt was probably subject
to longitudinal extension elongation. The pattern of
the development of the Late Permian deformations in
the Western Tian Shan includes its lateral shortening
as a result of meridionally oriented stress impact, the
tectonic flow of the rock masses along the fold belt
eastward, and their deposition as a giant extrusion, the
Fergana horizontal flexure.

Junggar strike–slip fault 

The relationship between the Junggar fault (Fig. 1)
and the tectonic structures of its limbs indicates dex�
tral displacement of the rock mass. The same conclu�
sion follows from the results of studying the micro�

structure of migmatites and milonitized schists and
quartzites near the fault plane. The Ar–Ar age of
mylonite from the fault zone varies in the range of
255–285 Ma [49]. The Ar–Ar ages of new mica from
mylonite, probably formed as a result of shear displace�
ment along the Junggar fault, are 270 and 245 Ma [65].

Most of the Junggar strike�slip fault runs along the
West Junggar oceanic suture, which makes it difficult to
determine the displacement magnitude of the fault.
Since the prefault tectonic zones are separated along
the Junggar fault over a distance of more than 200 km
[14], it is difficult to estimate which part of this distance
was shifted along the fault and which part indicates the
primary strike of the tectonic zone along the oceanic
suture and the future strike�slip fault. According to [46],
the dextral shear displacement magnitude along the
Chingiz–Alakol–Junggar fault in Late Permian to
Early Triassic was estimated to be 490 ± 250 km. In the
Permian shear displacements occurred also along longi�
tudinal faults of the Tian Shan [48, 65, 72, 92, etc.].

During the post�collision stage within the Western,
Central and, probably, Eastern Tian Shan the Alai–
Tarim terrane was overthrust onto the Kazakh–Kyrgyz
terrane, reaching a maximum magnitude at the extru�
sion of the Fergana horizontal flexure. As a result, the
Permian thrust zone overlapping the Late Carbonifer�
ous Turkestan oceanic suture along its entire length
has recently come to be regarded as a Turkestan oce�
anic suture (Figs. 2, 6, 7).

Deformation revealed by paleomagnetic analysis

The paleomagnetic properties of Permian rocks
(Fig. 9) were studied in many localities of the Tian
Shan. Paleomagnetic declinations in Permian rocks of
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Fig. 7. Nappes, mapped along transects of AB (North Fer�
gana area) and CD (Atbashi–Kokshaal area) (see Fig. 2).
(1) neoautochthon; (2, 3) accretionary�collision nappes:
(2) Shaidan unit, (3) Kerey and Keltubek units, see Fig. 3);
(4) collision nappes (units of Ontamchi, Chatyr Kul, and
their counterparts); (5, 6) autochthon and paraautochthon
(units of Baubashata, Kokkija, and their counterparts):
(5) Devonian and Carboniferous, (6) Silurian; (7) primary
overthrust faults; (8) Borkoldoi secondary overthrust fault;
(9) post�collision faults; (10) Turkestan oceanic suture;
(11) Kazakh–Kyrgyz terrane.
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the Tian Shan show counterclockwise rotation relative
to the primary direction towards the Permian paleo�
magnetic pole (table). Measurements on the Tarim
Platform–Tian Shan border (sites L, M, N, O, Fig. 9),
and close to the Tian Shan–Kazakhstan border (sites
ASO, D, E, and H) show that the rotation angles of
paleomagnetic declinations are less than 25°; in the
Tian Shan, rotation angles are higher. The rotation of
the paleomagnetic declination may be caused by: (a) the
rotation of the entire region, (b) intraregion deforma�
tions, accompanying by the rotation around the vertical
or steeply inclined axis, or (c) a combination of the
above processes. 

The Permian paleomagnetic declination in the
southern Tarim is rotated counterclockwise at an angle
of 22° ± 11° [54], which is similar to the rotation angles
in the North Tarim and South Kazakhstan. The distri�
bution of paleomagnetic vectors througout the Tian
Shan and adjacent areas allows us to draw the following
conclusions: (a) the rotation of paleomagnetic declina�
tions at an angle less than 25° is a consequence of the
rotation of an extensive region or the entire continent in
the post�Permian; (b) such a rotation angle, up to 25°,
in the Tian Shan is a background of the paleomagnetic
rotation in post�Permian; (c) the rotation of paleomag�
netic declinations at angles higher than the background
ones (25°) is a result of internal deformation in the Tian
Shan fold belt.

Rotation of paleomagnetic declinations indicates a
field of sinistral strike�slip deformations within the
Tian Shan [37]. It could be rotation of small domains
with sinistral strike�slip differential flow of the rock
mass. The magnitudes of rotating domains and their
boundaries are not established and this problem
requires special study. Large differences between the
rotation angle values in different parts of the belt of
strike�slip deformations (Fig. 9) show the dependence
of strain intensity on local conditions.

The paleomagnetism of Permian rocks was stud�
ied on two stratigraphic levels, the Sakmarian–Artin�
skian and the Kazanian (locality sites R, T, and U).
Between these age levels, paleomagnetic declinations
were rotated clockwise at an angle of 64° ± 18° in the
locality site R, and 44° ± 14° in sites T, U. The rota�
tion angle of the paleomagnetic declinations in these
areas, including the background rotation and rota�
tion in the post�Kazanian is more than 100°. Sites R
and S are located within the Fergana horizontal flex�
ure, and sites T and U are located in the zone of com�
pensation thrusts and folds whose origin is associated
with the formation of the flexure. It seems natural to
connect the rotation of the paleomagnetic declina�
tions in these locality sites with the formation of the
Fergana extrusion. The results of studying the paleo�
magnetic properties of Permian rocks in locality
sites R, T, and U confirm the proposed high activity
of the extrusion process in the Late Early and Early
Late Permian.

Post�Collision Sedimentation and Magmatism

Most of the Turkestan sea was drained in the Early
Permian, and only in the narrow zone stretching from
Kepingtagh to Kuruktag along the Tarim Platform
were fine�grained flysch and carbonate�siliceous
marine sediments deposited in the Late Permian
(Bilongleibaoguzi Formation [66]). In the post�Per�
mian period, volcanic deposits and continental molas�
ses were deposited in isolated localities within the Tian
Shan. Molasse represented mostly by coarse�grained
deposits continued to be deposited in the territory of
the Tian Shan in the Early Triassic. The molasse
deposits were dated based on the findings of paleoflora
or freshwater paleofauna. In the Southern Tian Shan
they compose the neoautochthon�3 (Fig. 3), which
discordantly lies on different�aged rocks belonging to
different allochthonous units and autochthon.
Molasse accumulated in depressions and grabens due
to erosion of local provenance areas.

Post�collision Permian magmatism in the Tian
Shan is predominantly of alkaline composition and
continental origin. Permian volcanic and volcanogenic
sediments rest with angular nonconformity on Late
Carboniferous and older rocks and often fill graben
structures. These deposits reach a high thickness (up to
4 km) in the Chatkal–Kurama area of the Western Tian
Shan. The basal volcanic rocks are represented by rhy�
olite, trachyrhyolite, trachydacite (Oysai and other for�
mations). Further up the section, volcanic rocks are of
more contrasting trachybasalt–trachyrhyolite compo�
sition (Shurabsai and other formations). The lower part

Deviation of paleomagnetic declinations in Permian rocks
of Northern Tarim, Tian Shan, and Southern Kazakhstan rela�
tive to the direction of the Permian paleolongitude

Locality 
site  R° Source Locality 

site  R° Source

Northern Tarim  S 117 ± 14 [37]
L 24 ± 7  [37, 68] T 102 ± 8 [37]
M 24 ± 5  [37, 80] U 113 ± 10 [37]
N 14 ± 11  [36, 37] V1 84 ± 7 [85] 
O 22 ± 6  [36, 37] V2 79 ± 10 [85]

Tian Shan: TSZSD V3 94 ± 8 [85]

A 86 ± 5 [37] W 118 ± 15 [37]
B 41 ± 6 [37]  X 100 ± 8 [19]
C 85 ± 4 [10, 37] Y 79 ± 9 [19]
F 73 ± 8 [37 ] Z 97 ± 7 [48]
G 22 ± 5 [37]  Southern Kazakhstan
I 74 ± 8 [37, 79] ACO 20 ± 7 [62]
J 51 ± 10 [37, 73] D 16 ± 4 [37]
K 33 ± 9 [37, 71]  E 1 ± 4 [37]
P 61 ± 10 [37]  H 13 ± 7 [99]
R 117 ± 15 [37]

R° means deviation (counterclockwise, in degrees) of the paleo�
magnetic declination of the pre�folded magnetization component
in Permian rocks relative to direction towards the Permian paleo�
magnetic pole. TSZSD means the Tian Shan zone of sinistral de�
formation. The locations of sections are shown in Fig. 9.
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of the section contains Asselian and Sakmarian fauna
and flora; clastic rocks overlying volcanites contain
Kazanian (Wordian) flora remnants [18]. The Rb–Sr
isochron ages of lavas and comagmatic intrusions are in
the range of 268–284 Ma [17, 18]; the Ar–Ar age of
rhyolite is 292 Ma [17]; the U–Pb ages of granites are
in the range of 275–300 Ma [78].

In the Trans�Yili–Ketmen ranges of the Central
Tian Shan rocks with Late Carboniferous flora are
overlain with the angular unconformity by a stratum of
volcanic and sedimentary rocks of the Baskainar and
other formations, containing Permian paleoflora [4].
In the lower part, the stratum is composed of lava and
tuffs of basaltic, andesite–basaltic, and andesite com�
positions with high alkalinity. Further up the section,
the amount of lavas decreases and that of tuff lava and
tuffs increases. The latter becomes trachytic, trachy�
rhyolitic, and trachydacitic in composition. The upper
part of the section is composed of red clastic rocks and
trachyandesites. The proportion of alkaline rocks
among volcanites decreases northward.

The U–Pb zircon ages of many granite massifs of
Tian Shan are given in [8, 56, 70, 78, 86, 97]. There is
no regularity in distributing the Permian granites that
are attributable to S� and A�types. Due to a lack of
data, the type of granite is often difficult to determine
[8, 81]. Permian alkaline magmatism is probably con�
fined to extension zones that developed during shear
displacements within the Tian Shan strike�slip fault
zone (Fig. 9). The locality map of Permian alkaline
and subalkaline magmatism (Fig. 10) indicates that

there were many local extension zones in the post�col�
lision time.

The pattern of intraplate magmatism is violated at
the Eastern Tian Shan–Tarim massif boundary. Here,
in the Harkeshan Range piedmont, the Upper Carbon�
iferous deposits are unconformably overlain by lavas
and pyroclastics, reaching a thickness of several kilo�
meters. Dacites and rhyolites are in predominance
among lavas. The Ar–Ar age of lava is 282 ± 2 Ma, and
the Rb–Sr age is 286 ± 17 Ma [44, 47]. Volcanic rocks
are intruded by plagiogranite, adamellite, and grano�
diorite massifs. Rocks are of calc�alkaline composi�
tion. Geochemical parameters of lavas are evidence of
their formation under subduction�related and collision
settings. The calc�alkaline magmatism probably indi�
cates that the rift oceanic basin existed in the Early Per�
mian near the Tian Shan–Tarim boundary. The forma�
tion of this basin may be associated with mantle plume
activity, caused the outpouring of plateau basalts on the
Tarim massif in the Early Permian [32, 74].

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The complex tectonics of the Tian Shan, the wide
development of sedimentary and tectonic mixtites and
signs of redeposition of fossil fauna lead to the fact that
there remains room for doubt about the validity of
conclusions having made and reliability of the data
used for their justification. The factual data can be
interpreted in a different way. All this allows scientists
to accept or refute arguments based on the points of
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view of different researchers. In turn, it creates favor�
able conditions for the development of different tec�
tonic and geodynamic patterns. The fold–thrust
structure of the Southern Tian Shan provides a great
opportunity for development of variation and alterna�
tive interpretation patterns. Geodynamic and kine�
matic patterns, which significantly differ from the
above�discussed pattern are provided in [1, 5, 7, 25,
46, 69, 87, 91, etc.]. Let us consider some patterns
proposed.

Subduction of the Turkestan oceanic crust

According to most existing geodynamic models,
the Turkestan margin of the Kazakh–Kyrgyz conti�
nent is active, the margin of the Alai–Tarim continent
is passive, subducted by the oceanic crust beneath the
Kazakh–Kyrgyz continent [7, 13, 14, 35, 38, 41, 47,
50, 52, 53, 61, 94, 96]. This scheme is based on wide�
spread manifestations of the subduction�related mag�
matism within the Kazakh–Kyrgyz continent, while
this type of magmatism is not established within most
of the Turkestan margin of the Alai–Tarim continent.

Both margins of the Kazakh–Kyrgyz continent,
Turkestan and Junggar, were active. The connection of
the subduction�related magmatism and the Turkestan
margin is distinctly observable in the Western and
Central Tian Shan. In the Eastern Tian Shan, the
Kazakh–Kyrgyz continent reduces in area. Under
such circumstances, the connection of the magmatism
with subduction in either active continental margin of
the Kazakh–Kyrgyz continent is difficult to establish.
In general, the establishment of such a connection is
based on studying the geochemical variations of igne�
ous rocks with increasing distance from oceanic
sutures towards the continent. The scarce data avail�
able are mentioned above. When creating a geody�
namic pattern it is possible to use the sources of sub�
duction�related magmatism depending on of an
author’s point of view. Another complicating factor in
the reconstruction is the geodynamic rearrangement
of the Kazakh–Kyrgyz continental lithosphere in the
Eastern Tian Shan due to the narrowing of the conti�
nent and the convergence of active margins. The char�
acter of the interaction of mantle processes in adjacent
active margins is unknown.

The above�listed circumstances made it possible to
develop geodynamic evolution patterns of Eastern
Tian Shan, provided that the Turkestan margin of the
Kazakh–Kyrgyz continent is passive, and the oceanic
crust of the Turkestan Ocean subducted beneath the
Alai–Tarim continent [45, 46, 69, 87].

Kinematics of Collision Deformation

The thrust nappes of the Tian Shan comprise oce�
anic crustal rocks, including exhumed high�pressure
eclogites. This indicates that the root zones of such
nappes are confined to the suture zone of an oceanic

basin. Kinematic models taking into account the dis�
placement of primary thrust nappes from one or two to
three Late Paleozoic root zones are proposed.

(I) According to this pattern, the root zone of the
primary thrusts is located close to the Tian Shan–
Tarim Craton boundary, from whence the nappe
thrusts moved northward [45, 46, 65]. The results of
studying the meso� and microstructures in metamor�
phic rocks argue for the northern direction of move�
ment of nappe thrusts. These rocks are likely to belong
to upper level nappes. They were subject to metamor�
phism and deformation, having been a part of the
Middle Paleozoic accretionary prism at the Turkestan
margin of the Kazakh–Kyrgyz continent, where the
underthrustung and overthrusting of tectonic plates
were directed northward towards this continent in
modern coordinates. Conclusions about the character
of the deformations in the accretionary prism cannot
be applied to the simulation of the formation of the
above�described ensemble of nappe thrusts, which
occurred later, after the closure of the Turkestan oce�
anic basin. The thrusts intersecting the multilevel
ensemble of nappes, folds, and paleonappes, which
were formed in the Permian during the second colli�
sion deformation stage after the ensemble of nappes
was formed, are mentioned above in the text. These
structural forms are often of the northern vergence
that makes the primary movement direction of the
nappes undistinguishable.

(II) The authors of this pattern suggest that there
was a counter movement of nappes from root zones,
one of which is located in the north (the suture of the
Turkestan paleoocean), the other, or others, in the
south, near the borders of the Tian Shan with the
Tarim craton and the Karakum terrane [1, 5, 7, 27].

(III) This pattern is described in this article. We con�
sider the suture of the Turkestan paleoocean as a root
zone of primary nappes of Southern Tian Shan. This is
confirmed by the following data: the directions of the
primary nappes determined by studying the tectonic
vergence of folds within tectonic nappes [1, 12–14, 41];
the age of olistostromes and molasses [7, 14, 41]; and
the age and consequence of movements of nappes [14,
41]. This pattern is in good agreement with the conclu�
sions that the Turkestan oceanic crust subducted
beneath the Kazakh–Kyrgyz continent, followed by the
subduction of the Alai–Tarim continental terrane in
Late Carboniferous beneath the same continent. These
conclusions are confirmed by the wide distribution of
subduction�related magmatism products beneath the
Kazakh–Kyrgyz terrane.

The analysis of geodynamic and kinematic patterns
of the tectonic evolution of the Tian Shan in the Mid�
dle and Late Paleozoic allows us to make the following
conclusions:

(1) The subduction of the Turkestan paleooceanic
crust beneath the Alai–Tarim continent and forma�
tion of nappes, following pattern I, is hardly probable.
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(2) Evolution following pattern II is probable, but
there is still no structural evidence of the displacement
of primary nappes in the northern direction and the
southern root zones of nappes have not been traced
and studied.

(3) Pattern III corresponds to the available data.
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